
Vessel’s name: MV ‘’Royal Knight’’ 
Vessel type: BulkCarrier 
Builders: Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd, Kobe 
Built 2013  
Panama flag 
Call sign: 3FMB9 
Official number: 44576-13 
IMO number: 9552355 
 
Summer dwt 58,721 on 12.676m ssw 
TPC: 59.5mt 
 
LOA: 197m 
LBP: 194m 
Beam 32.26m 
Depth moulded: 18.10m 
 
5 ho/ha 
 
Cranes SWL w’out grab: 4 x 30.5mts 
Cranes SWL with grabs: 4 x 24mts 
grab make and size: Tobu Jukogyo, Size:12/6M3 SWL 15.0MT 
 
Gross tonnage:33,090 
Net tonnage: 19,142 
 
Hold cubics and breakdown  
 

Capacity, by 
hold, 
excluding 
wing/topside 
tanks but 
including 
hatchways:  Grain  Bale  

Hold #1:  13649.9 M3 13140.1 M 

Hold #2:  15913.5 M3 15322.6 M3 

Hold #3:  14778.0 M3 14152.4 M3 

Hold #4:  15909.6 M3 15320.8 M3 

Hold #5:  13363.2 M3 13027.5 M3 

 
 
Holds/hatches sizes (not in original description) 
HOLD :FLAT FLOOR MEASUREMENT HOLD 1 – 18.2X18.4 M   HOLD2-5  - 23.45 X 18.4 M 
HATCH: HOLD1-18.27X 18.60 M   HOLD2-5  20.88X 18.60M 
 
speed & consumption (85%) 
speed: abt 13.4knts(laden), abt 14.0knts(ballast) 



consumption: ifo abt 32.5mt(including the auxiliaries, with the exception for consumption of hold 
cleaning and ballast exchange) + mdo abt 0.1mt/day subject to: 
(1)  under good weather condition up to bs 4 and douglas sea 3 
eco speed & consumption (55%) 
speed: abt 12.0knts(laden), abt 12.5knts(ballast) 
consumption: ifo abt 22.30mt(including the auxiliaries, with the exception for consumption of hold 
cleaning and ballast exchange) + mdo abt 0.1mt/day subject to: 
(1) to increase the engine load to 80% mcr power once at least once in every 24 hrs and keep for 1 
hours for a good soot blowing and clearing of the exhaust side. 
(2) under good weather condition up to bs 4 and douglas sea 3 
Port Consumption – for reference only 
Bunker consumption of g/e at port– working [mt/day]: abt 4.5 (ifo) + abt 0.2 (mdo) 
Bunker consumption of g/e at port– idle [mt/day] : abt 2.5 (ifo) + abt 0.2 (mdo) 
 
Further details attached - all details about and given in good faith without guarantee 
 
 


